Minutes of a meeting with the Secure Identity Alliance (SIA)
On 25 April 2023, 17:00 at L-51 building

Participants:

(SIA)
(SIA/Thales)
(IN Groupe)
(IN Groupe)
(CONNECT D3)

Main points discussed:

• The Security Identity Alliance presented its work which consists in bringing together public, private and non-government organisations to promote digital identity solutions and provide technical advice.
• They are working with African governments and others where they promote the OSIA initiative, an open standard set of interfaces that enables seamless connectivity between all building blocks of the identity management ecosystem.
• At the meeting, they expressed support to the revision of eIDAS and the EU/Digital Identity Wallet based on open source.
• The EC mentioned the cooperation that we have on digital identities in the context of the TTCs with US and India and the Digital Partnerships with Japan and Singapore, as well as the forthcoming Digital Partnership with Canada.